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An approximation property with respect to an operator ideal
by
Juan Manuel Delgado (Sevilla) and Cándido Piñeiro (Huelva)
Abstract. Given an operator ideal A, we say that a Banach space X has the ap-
proximation property with respect to A if T belongs to {S ◦ T : S ∈ F(X)}
τc
for every
Banach space Y and every T ∈ A(Y,X), τc being the topology of uniform convergence on
compact sets. We present several characterizations of this type of approximation property.
It is shown that some of the existing approximation properties in the literature may be
included in this setting.
1. Introduction. It is well known that a Banach space X has the ap-
proximation property (for short, AP) if and only if T ∈ {S ◦ T : S ∈ F(X)}τc
for every Banach space Y and every T ∈ L(Y,X), where F(X) denotes the
space of all finite rank operators on X and τc is the topology of uniform con-
vergence on compact sets in X. Given an operator ideal A, we may ask the
following: For which Banach spaces X do we have T ∈ {S ◦ T : S ∈ F(X)}τc
for every Banach space Y and every T ∈ A(Y,X)? This question leads to
the notion of approximation property depending on the operator ideal A,
which will be denoted by APA. This is a different approach compared with
that by Reinov [17, 19], Grønbæk and Willis [9], Lissitsin, Mikkor and Oja
[12] and, recently, Berrios and Botelho [2], which is already considered as
classic.
Obviously, if X has the AP, then X has the APA for every operator
ideal A. The main result of this paper is Theorem 2.3 in which several char-
acterizations of the APA are established, some of them involving the notion
of A-compactness introduced by Carl and Stephani [4]. As an application,
it is proven that if p ≥ 1 and A = Kp, the ideal of p-compact operators,
then the APA is the p-approximation property in the sense of Sinha and
Karn [21]. As another example, we show that the approximation property
of order p (1/2 ≤ p < 1) in the sense of Reinov [16] is included in this setting
for a suitable choice of operator ideal. Finally, a characterization of the APA
in terms of a trace condition is presented.
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Our notation is standard. A Banach space X will be regarded as a sub-
space of its bidual X∗∗ under the canonical embedding iX : X → X∗∗. We
denote the closed unit ball of X by BX . If A is a set in X, we write aco(A)
for its absolutely convex hull. Given an absolutely convex and compact set
A ⊂ X, span(A) is denoted by XA. This space is normed by the Minkowski
functional of A,
ρA(x) = inf{t > 0: x ∈ tA}.
It is well known that (XA, ρA) is complete and A is its closed unit ball.
The canonical inclusion map from XA into X, denoted by jA, is obviously
compact.
For Banach spaces X and Y , the Banach space of all bounded linear op-
erators from X to Y is denoted by L(X,Y ). In this space, we denote by τc
the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets in X. If A is an opera-
tor ideal, then Ad denotes its dual operator ideal and Asur the surjective hull
of A. We denote by L, K and F the operator ideals of bounded, compact and
finite rank linear operators, respectively. We also need the following opera-
tor ideals: Np, p-nuclear operators; QN p, quasi p-nuclear operators; and Πp,
p-summing operators. We refer to Lindenstrauss–Tzafriri’s book [11] for the
classical approximation properties and to Pietsch’s book [15] for operator
ideals (see also Diestel, Jarchow and Tonge [8] for common operator ideals
like Np and Πp, and Persson and Pietsch [14] for QN p).
2. An approximation property with respect to an operator
ideal
Definition 2.1. We say that a Banach space X has the approximation
property with respect to the operator ideal A (for short, APA) if for every
Banach space Y and T ∈ A(Y,X), we have T ∈ {S ◦ T : S ∈ F(X)}τc .
It is well known that a Banach space X has the AP if and only if the
identity map on X can be approximated by finite rank operators uniformly
on compact subsets of X. In order to obtain an analogous result for the APA,
we recall the notion of A-compactness introduced by Carl and Stephani [4].
If A is an operator ideal and X is a Banach space, a set A ⊂ X is said
to be A-compact if there exist a Banach space Z, an operator T ∈ A(Z,X)
and a compact set K ⊂ Z such that A ⊂ T (K). We denote by MAc (X) the
family of all A-compact subsets of X. Relying on this concept, the notion of
A-compact operator is defined in an obvious way: an operator T ∈ L(X,Y )
is said to be A-compact if T (BX) is A-compact in Y . The set of all A-
compact operators between Banach spaces is denoted by KA. For the sake
of completeness, we list several properties of these concepts (see Sections 1
and 2 in [4] for more details):
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Proposition 2.2. Let A be an operator ideal and let X be a Banach
space. Then
(i) MAc (X) = M
Asur
c (X),
(ii) MAc (X) = M
A◦K
c (X),
(iii) KA = Asur ◦ K.
We are now ready to state our main result.
Theorem 2.3. Let A be an operator ideal and X a Banach space. The
following statements are equivalent:
(i) X has the APA.
(ii) For every space Y and T ∈ A◦K(Y,X), T ∈ {S ◦ T : S ∈ F(X)}τc.
(iii) For every space Y and T ∈ A◦K(Y,X), T ∈ {S ◦ T : S ∈ F(X)}‖·‖.
(iv) For every ε > 0 and A ∈MAc (X), there exists S ∈ F(X) such that
‖Sx− x‖ < ε for all x ∈ A.
(v) For every space Y , F(Y,X) is τc-dense in Asur(Y,X).
(vi) For every space Y , F(Y,X) is ‖ · ‖-dense in KA(Y,X).
Proof. (i)⇒(ii). This is obvious.
(ii)⇒(iii). Consider a Banach space Y and T ∈ A ◦ K(Y,X). Bearing
in mind the well known fact that K = K ◦ K, we can write T = T1 ◦ T2,
where T1 ∈ A ◦ K(Z,X) and T2 ∈ K(Y,Z) for a certain Banach space Z.
By hypothesis, given ε > 0, there exists an operator S ∈ F(X) such that
‖S ◦ T1z − T1z‖ < ε for all z ∈ T2(BY ) and this yields ‖S ◦ T − T‖ < ε.
(iii)⇒(iv). This is immediate in virtue of Proposition 2.2(ii).
(iv)⇒(v). This is easy on taking a glance at Proposition 2.2(i).
(v)⇒(vi). This follows easily using Proposition 2.2(iii).
(vi)⇒(i). Let us consider a Banach space Y , an operator T ∈ A(Y,X),
a compact set K ⊂ Y and ε > 0. According to [20, Lemma 4.11], there
exist two compact sets D and E in Y satisfying K ⊂ D ⊂ E and D is
compact in YE . If we put F = T (D) and G = T (E) then the operator
jG : XG → X belongs to KA(XG, X) since jG(BXG) = G is A-compact
in X. By hypothesis, there exists R ∈ F(XG, X) so that ‖R − jG‖ < ε/2.
The operator R admits a representation of the form R =
∑n
k=1 ψk⊗xk with
ψk ∈ (XG)∗ and xk ∈ X. However, the map jG is injective so (jG)∗ has
dense image in (XG)
∗ for the topology of uniform convergence on compact
sets in XG. Hence, for each k = 1, . . . , n, there exists x
∗
k ∈ X∗ such that
sup
x∈F










k ⊗ xk and notice that, for each x ∈ T (K) ⊂ F ,
‖Sx− x‖ = ‖S ◦ jG(x)− jG(x)‖ ≤ ‖S ◦ jG(x)−R(x)‖+ ‖R(x)− jG(x)‖.
This yields ‖S ◦ Ty − Ty‖ < ε for all y ∈ K.
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If A ⊃ K, then MAc (X) is the class Mc(X) of all relatively compact
subsets of X. This is a consequence of Proposition 2.2(ii):
Mc(X) = M
L
c (X) = M
L◦K
c (X) = M
K
c (X) ⊂MAc (X).
Thus, in view of Theorem 2.3(iv), we have:
Corollary 2.4. If the operator ideal A contains the ideal of all compact
operators, then the APA is precisely the AP.
In early 1980s, Reinov introduced the notion of the approximation prop-
erty of order p when 0 < p ≤ 1 (see, e.g., [16]). A Banach space X is said to
have the approximation property of order p (for short, APp) if the restriction





n ⊗ xn, y∗n ∈ Y ∗, xn ∈ X, with
∑
n(‖y∗n‖ ‖xn‖)p < ∞ is injective
for all Banach spaces Y . Setting q = p/(1− p), it was observed in [3] and
[18] that X has the APp if and only if the identity map on X can be approx-
imated by finite rank operators uniformly on Bourgain–Reinov q-compact
subsets, that is, the subsets A of X for which there exists (xn) ∈ `q(X) such
that A ⊂ {
∑
n αnxn : (αn) ∈ B`1} = aco(xn). Bourgain–Reinov compact
sets and corresponding operators were recently studied in [1].
If q ≥ 1 and A is the ideal consisting of all operators mapping bounded
sets to Bourgain–Reinov q-compact sets, then MAc (X) is precisely the class
of all Bourgain–Reinov q-compact sets in X. It is obvious that every subset
belonging to MAc (X) is Bourgain–Reinov q-compact in X. For the converse,
it suffices to bear in mind that, given a q-summable sequence (xn) in X,
there exists a null sequence (δn)↘ 0 such that (δ−1n xn) remains q-summable;
hence, aco(xn) ⊂ T (aco(δnxn)), where T ∈ A(`1, X) is defined by Ten =
δ−1n xn. According to Theorem 2.3(iv), we obtain:
Corollary 2.5. Let p ∈ [1/2, 1) and q = p/(1− p). If A is the ideal of
all operators mapping bounded sets to Bourgain–Reinov q-compact sets, then
the APA is precisely the APp.
Let 1 ≤ p <∞ and let p′ be the conjugate index of p. A subset A of X
is said to be relatively p-compact if there exists a p-summable sequence (xn)
in X such that A ⊂ {
∑
n αnxn : (αn) ∈ B`p′}. This notion appeared in [21]
to introduce a sort of gradation of the approximation property: A Banach
space X has the p-approximation property if the identity map on X can
be approximated by finite rank operators uniformly on relatively p-compact
subsets of X. Let us denote by Kp the ideal consisting of all p-compact op-
erators (i.e., operators mapping bounded sets to relatively p-compact sets).
According to [7, Proposition 3.11], Kp = (N p)sur, where
N p(X,Y ) =
{
T ∈ L(X,Y ) : T =
∑
n
x∗n⊗yn, (x∗n) ∈ `wp′(X∗), (yn) ∈ `p(Y )
}
.
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Thus, Kp is a surjective ideal as also is Πdp (being the dual of an injective
ideal), so Theorem 2.3(v) and [6, Theorem 2.1] yield
Corollary 2.6. Let A = Kp, Πdp or N p. Then the APA is precisely the
p-approximation property.
In [21, Theorem 6.4], it is showed that every Banach space has the p-
approximation property for p ≤ 2. The following result follows directly from
Theorem 2.3(v) if we bear in mind the surjectivity of the ideal Γ2 of 2-
factorable operators and the fact that every Hilbert space enjoys the AP.
Corollary 2.7. Every Banach space has the APA whenever A ⊂ Γ2.
Remark 2.8. A direct consequence of Proposition 2.2(i) and Theo-
rem 2.3(iv) is that APA ≡APAsur . From this, it is clear that (ii) and (iii)
of Theorem 2.3 are also valid if A ◦ K is replaced with KA. Nevertheless,
Asur cannot be replaced with A in Theorem 2.3(v). For an example, con-
sider A = N p. Then every Banach space X has the property that F(Y,X)
is ‖ · ‖-dense (thus, τc-dense) in N p(Y,X) for every space Y . But, if p > 2,
there are Banach spaces X failing to have the p-approximation property
[21, Theorem 6.7] so, according to Corollary 2.6, failing the APN p . Bearing
in mind that N p = N p ◦ K, this example also implies that KA cannot be
replaced with A ◦ K in Theorem 2.3(vi).
Remark 2.9. Let (A, ‖·‖A) be a Banach operator ideal. In [13], a Banach
space X is said to have the A-AP if F(Y,X) is ‖·‖A-dense in A(Y,X) for all
Banach spaces Y . The A-AP and the APA are different notions: as observed
in [13], every Banach space has the Np-AP for all p; however, by Remark 2.8,
if p > 2, there exist Banach spaces failing the APNp .
Now, we present a specific characterization of the APA for dual Banach
spaces. The following lemma is needed.
Lemma 2.10. Let A be an operator ideal and X and Y Banach spaces.
If T ∈ KA(X,Y ), then T ∗∗ ∈ KA(X∗∗, Y ).
Proof. Consider T ∈ KA(X,Y ) and choose a Banach space Z, an op-
erator U ∈ A(Z, Y ) and a compact set K ⊂ Z such that T (BX) ⊂ U(K).
Then
T ∗∗(BX∗∗) = T
∗∗(B
weak∗
X ) ⊂ T ∗∗(BX)
weak∗ ⊂ U(K) weak
∗
.
Since U(K) is compact, it follows that T ∗∗(BX∗∗) ⊂ U(K), and so we have
T ∗∗ ∈ KA(X∗∗, Y ).
Theorem 2.11. Let A be an operator ideal and X a Banach space. The
following statements are equivalent:
(i) X∗ has the APA.
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(ii) For every ε > 0 and A ∈MAc (X∗), there exists S ∈ F(X) such that
‖S∗x∗ − x∗‖ < ε for all x∗ ∈ A.
(iii) For every space Y and T ∈(KA)d(X,Y ), T ∈ {T ◦ S : S ∈ F(X)}‖·‖.
Proof. (i)⇒(ii). This is immediate in view of Theorem 2.3(iv) and bear-
ing in mind the well known fact that the adjoints of finite rank operators
are τc-dense in F(X∗).
(ii)⇒(iii). Given ε > 0 and T ∈ (KA)d(X,Y ), there exists S ∈ F(X)
such that ‖S∗x∗ − x∗‖ < ε for all x∗ ∈ T ∗(BY ∗). Then ‖T ◦ S − T‖ =
‖S∗ ◦ T ∗ − T ∗‖ < ε.
(iii)⇒(i). By Theorem 2.3(iii) and Remark 2.8, we are going to show that,
for every Banach space Y and T ∈ KA(Y,X∗), T ∈ {S ◦ T : S ∈ F(X)}‖·‖.
So, fix ε > 0 and T ∈ KA(Y,X∗). By Lemma 2.10 and the hypothesis, there
exists an operator S ∈ F(X) so that ‖T ∗ ◦ iX − T ∗ ◦ iX ◦ S‖ < ε. Thus,
‖T−S∗◦T‖ ≤ ‖i ∗X ◦T ∗∗−S∗◦i ∗X ◦T ∗∗‖ = ‖(T ∗◦iX)∗−S∗◦(T ∗◦iX)∗‖ < ε.
Corollary 2.12. If p ≤ 2, every Banach space has the APQN p. On the
other hand, if p > 2, there exists a Banach space failing to have the APQN p.
Proof. Since QN p ⊂ Γ2 for every p ≤ 2, the first assertion follows from
Corollary 2.7. Now, if p > 2, suppose, for contradiction, that every Banach
space has the APQN p . According to Theorem 2.11, we have
(2.1) KdQN p(X,Y ) ⊂ F(X,Y )
‖·‖
for all Banach spaces X and Y . On the other hand, from the equalityQN p =
QN p ◦ K [14, p. 32], it is clear that
(2.2) QN dp ⊂ (QN p ◦ K)d ⊂ ((QN p)sur ◦ K)d.
Finally, recall that Kp = QN dp [7, Proposition 3.8]; so, in view of (2.1) and
(2.2), we obtain Kp(X,Y ) ⊂ F(X,Y )
‖·‖
for all Banach spaces X and Y ,
contradicting [21, Theorem 6.7].
Remark 2.13. Theorem 3.1 in [22] states that QN p = Πp ◦ K. Hence,
in virtue of Theorem 2.3(iv) and Proposition 2.2(ii), the above result is also
valid if QN p is replaced with Πp.
It is possible to characterize the APA in terms of a trace condition. Let
us consider in L(X,Y ) the topology of uniform convergence on A-compact
sets in X. We denote this locally convex topology by τc(A). It is defined by
the family of seminorms
pA(T ) = sup
x∈A
‖Tx‖,
where A is running over all the sets in MAc (X). The following result is
immediate.
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Proposition 2.14. Let A be an operator ideal and X a Banach space.
The following statements are equivalent:
(i) X has the APA.
(ii) For every space Y and T ∈ L(X,Y ), T ∈ {T ◦ S : S ∈ F(X)}τc(A).
(iii) For every space Y , F(X,Y ) is τc(A)-dense in L(X,Y ).
(iv) F(X) is τc(A)-dense in L(X).
(v) For every space Y and T ∈ L(Y,X), T ∈ {S ◦ T : S ∈ F(X)}τc(A).
(vi) For every space Y , F(Y,X) is τc(A)-dense in L(Y,X).
According to [4, Theorem 1.1], if A ⊂ X is A-compact, then A ⊂
aco (xn), where the sequence (xn) in X is A-convergent to zero (i.e., there
exist an operator S ∈ A(Z,X) and a null sequence (zn) in Z for which
xn = Szn). Arguing as in the classical case, this property leads to the rep-





for all T ∈ L(X,Y ), where the sequence (xn) in X is A-convergent to zero
and (y∗n) ∈ `1(Y ∗). Thus, we obtain
Proposition 2.15. Let A be an operator ideal and X a Banach space.
The following statements are equivalent:
(i) X has the APA.
(ii) For every sequence (xn) in X that is A-convergent to zero, and every
(x∗n) ∈ `1(X∗) satisfying
∑
n〈x∗n, x〉xn = 0 for all x ∈ X, we have∑
n〈x∗n, xn〉 = 0.
Corollary 2.16. Let A be an operator ideal and X a Banach space. If
X∗∗ has the APA, then so does X.
By Proposition 2.14, if X has the APA then F(Y,X) is τc(A)-dense in
K(Y,X) for every Banach space Y . In [5, Theorem 4.1] it is proved that
the converse statement is true for the p-approximation property. The key to
proving this result is the equality Kp = K ◦ Kp [5, Theorem 3.1].
Proposition 2.17. Let A be an operator ideal satisfying A = K ◦ A.
Then X has the APA if and only if F(Y,X) is τc(A)-dense in K(Y,X) for
every Banach space Y .
Proof. First we suppose A is a surjective ideal. To prove that X has the
APA, we will show that F(Y,X) is τc-dense in A(Y,X) for every Banach
space Y (Theorem 2.3(v)). Given ε > 0, T ∈ A(Y,X) and a compact set
K ⊂ Y , there exist a Banach space Z and operators T1 ∈ K(Z,X) and
T2 ∈ A(Y,Z) so that T = T1 ◦ T2. By hypothesis, there exists S ∈ F(Z,X)
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such that ‖Sz − T1z‖ < ε for all z ∈ T2(K) ∈ MAc (Z). Then we have
‖S ◦ T2y − Ty‖ < ε for all y ∈ K.
Now we consider an arbitrary operator ideal A. Notice that
Asur = (K ◦ A)sur = K ◦ Asur
where the last equality follows from the surjectivity of K. Then the first part
of the proof shows that X has the APAsur (≡ APA) if and only if F(Y,X)
is τc(Asur)-dense in K(Y,X) for every Banach space Y . Finally, just recall
that τc(A) = τc(Asur).
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